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Madam Ambassador, 

Thank you for making your residence available to the French community. It's like 
Bastille Day, and it’s about the same weather it would be in Paris on that day. I am 
pleased to see you during this State visit. 

I have come here leading a large delegation: no less than eight ministers, a great 
many business leaders and a few personalities in the scientific and cultural fields to 
have the most sincere and fructuous debate possible with our South African friends. 

This morning I was received by the President. I am not the first French President to 
come here on a State visit, as it has become a tradition since François Mitterrand. 

François Mitterrand came in 1994, nearly 20 years ago, and he was received by 
Nelson Mandela. Together they signed a strategic partnership which remains current 
today. This partnership was enriched by Jacques Chirac and then by Nicolas 
Sarkozy. Today, President Zuma and I have decided to begin a new phase. 

We have a special relationship with South Africa. France is one of those Nations that 
are proud to promote values and principles, and to have a great history. South Africa 
sees us as a country which, during dark times, stood alongside the victims of 
oppression. A country which, in all its diversity, was capable of providing support to 
those who, in South Africa, desired nothing more than their dignity. 

Ties were forged at that time that remain strong today. But the phase we need to 
launch is not simply the recognition of our common struggle for freedoms, but rather 
a period which needs to see new economic and commercial relations participating 
together in development. 

Indeed, this was the key point of our conversations today. Firstly, with the South 
African authorities, President and Ministers and then during an economic forum 
which, I believe, had a great impact. It involved South African and French companies, 
the Presidents of chambers of commerce, and the Presidents of industry 
organizations. 

 

Major agreements have been signed. The first, between Alstom and a South African 
company – the equivalent of the French SNCF – is worth €4 billion. This contract 
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involved close to a year of talks and was already being considered a long time ago. 
Today it reaches its conclusion. 

To win it, Alstom understood that it was not a case of making concessions, but rather 
of making steps forward towards the expectations of our South African friends. This 
means an exchange which had to be different from what happens in other countries, 
prioritizing local jobs and a willingness to involve the most fragile populations. This 
contract will bring 8000 direct and indirect jobs to South Africa, with effects in France 
too as there will, for the orders made from Alstom, be work for the different sites run 
by this major French company. 

We have also concluded agreements on energy. Yes, civil nuclear power will wait a 
little longer. The South Africans are considering the different steps ahead of them to 
step up their programme further. Numerous contracts were also signed concerning 
solar power and thermal energy. 

For this alone, it contained all the ambition we have for the relationship between 
France and South Africa. 

At international level – and I am speaking before the Minister of Foreign Affairs – we, 
France and South Africa, have shared positions. South Africa is a G20 nation. It is 
even a representative of Africa. I have participated in two G20 Summits since 
becoming President of France. On both occasions, the French and South Africans 
defended the same proposals, particularly to stabilize commodities prices – a subject 
that is also very important to the Minister of Agriculture – as well as to regulate 
finance and combat tax fraud and to have a development policy. We share the same 
goals. 

We are also attentive to a subject which is also of great concern to you: security. 
Firstly, security in South Africa. We must be vigilant and ensure that you can carry 
out your work without risks to your own belongings or family. 

Security must also extend to the whole African continent. South Africa long thought 
that France had preferential relations with the African countries that spoke French. 
This is not false, but nor was it true. France's ambition is to talk to all of Africa, 
regardless of the languages of the countries that compose it, whatever their history 
and origin. 

What we have been trying to do for several months now is to show that, with France, 
Africa can open a new relationship with care for security. I have said this several 
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times: African security depends firstly on the Africans. It is up to them to organize 
themselves. They will not succeed alone, at least at first. 

We thought we could meet at the end of the year in Paris with all African countries, to 
support them in security policy, to allow them to build up a force – regional forces – 
capable of acting where there are a certain number of dangers, risks and threads. 
We did so in Mali, under exceptional conditions. Once again I would like to hail the 
efforts of our armies and the courage our soldiers have once again shown today. We 
did so because there was no other option. If France didn’t act, no one would have. 
And if no one acted, the terrorists would have won. 

Other subjects are of concern to us today, such as what has been going on in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo for a very long time now, including exactions and 
violence, particularly against women and children. There is also what is happening in 
the Central African Republic, which may seem far away, even for you. In the Central 
African Republic, we are seeing the return not only of chaos – which is not such a 
novelty for this little country – but also religious tensions – which are a relatively new 
thing. This leads to risks of confrontations which could be a thread to Christians. 

We are also seeing that, whenever a power vacuum appears, bandits, groups and 
gangs seize on the occasion. We are working to ensure that the UN – through the 
Security Council  and the African Union provide us with an international framework 
and that the Africans can participate in this force – or these forces – to act. 

Other questions are also preoccupying, such as what is going on in Libya. This may 
appear even further away, as it’s right up in North Africa. This has consequences for 
both Africa, with the spread of terrorism, and for Europe too: you have seen this 
tragic spectacle of refugees leaving on boats with traffickers and dying off Malta or 
the coasts of Italy. 

We must settle these conflicts. What is very important is that we find an agreement 
between South Africa and France to achieve that. 

This is the essential of what we have done today. Tomorrow we will visit a company, 
Sanofi, which has set up here in South Africa. It implements an exemplary policy to 
combat a certain number of scourges and promotes a vaccination policy that we 
should encourage. There are very interesting cooperation prospects to forge between 
South Africa and France. 
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I would like to finish by talking about you, dear compatriots, because I don't have the 
opportunity to see you often, nor you me. We meddle with your personal lives, it is a 
sort of intrusion. The President of the Republic appears and you are summoned. You 
did not have to come. I would like to thank you for coming. This is a great pleasure 
for me as wherever I go, I try to have this relationship. 

Our compatriots abroad, represented here by the Minister, like their parliamentary 
representatives, always feel far away – which is true – and therefore 
underrepresented – under-involved – whereas you play a crucial role whatever your 
place in society here in South Africa. 

Many of you are representatives of companies that have set up here. There are 300 
of them here in South Africa, and the pace is increasing. You therefore contribute to 
our external trade. Indeed, the South African President reproached us the fact that 
our external trade is unbalanced, at least with regard to South Africa, and therefore 
weighted in favour of France. For once, I had no reply. Of course, we are going to 
correct all that, but we need to go further, at a higher level. It is you who will be able 
to show that our products are the best. 

Moreover, thanks to your presence in the fields of consumer goods, we have made 
great progress. In our key areas, including energy, infrastructure and also urban 
planning, not to mention gastronomy and tourism, we are well placed in South Africa. 

You are representing companies here. A certain number of your leaders are present 
and nothing would have been possible – including the conclusion of these contracts – 
without you. 

Others among you represent the civil service. We need civil servants, even abroad 
for consulates and the embassy. It is not easy for the Minister of Foreign Affairs to 
preserve his Ministry's budget. This is not the most important thing, but it sometimes 
comes at the cost of selling a certain number of residences. Don’t worry, Madam 
Ambassador, not this one. Nothing is planned for now but we will discuss this again. 

We need civil servants to represent France abroad, everywhere. To ensure that our 
schools and educational establishments thrive. I would like to thank all those who 
contribute. You are all very attentive to this, because these establishments are 
renowned, because they are expensive, very expensive, and that can certain 
dissuade some of our compatriots from sending even their own children. 
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We have ensured that there is a wider grant system in place, but I am aware that it 
remains insufficient. We will improve the education system as much as possible. I 
would also like to thank the associations who are working on this, as it is essential. 
Essential for you, dear compatriots, but also to welcome students from the countries 
where we live and to promote the French language. Promoting the French language 
is also an ambition for us, including in a country that speaks mostly English and 
where we have good relations, which are no barrier to us aiming to develop the 
French language. 

I would also like to thank all those who work in Alliances françaises. They are 
numerous here in South Africa, and they contribute to our outreach. 

Thank you also to the service members, who are also working for our representations 
and to coordinate our forces. And also all those working in associations who are 
dedicated to the common good. 

I will finish with culture, as the South Africans were very proud to host the French 
Season in South Africa in 2012. We have done the equivalent with more projects to 
welcome South African culture to France throughout 2013. This will conclude at the 
end of the year and President Zuma will be in Paris for one of these events. 

Culture is what links us together. Not the same culture – cultures. South Africa’s 
culture is very rich. Not only in Nobel Prizes, but also in art, including paintings and 
theatre. It is in our interest to show diversity and cultural exception. You contribute by 
your very presence. 

Ladies and gentlemen, being a French national abroad, here in South Africa, isn’t 
always easy. It doesn't always run smoothly, it isn't always simple. But we must hope 
that there will be more. 

It’s always a paradox to tell our compatriots to move abroad. There is a side to it that 
is like encouraging exile. That is not in our nature. This is not a question of exile. It is 
a matter of France’s outreach. France is lucky to have citizens who are present 
everywhere. The least of things when we visit a great country like South Africa, with 
this history that binds us together, is to express our gratitude to you. 

Of course, we were moved coming here to South Africa by the idea that in a way 
Mandela is still with us. In any case, to borrow the words of François Mitterrand, his 
soul is still with us. 
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When I was looking back on and rereading the speeches by François Mitterrand 
when he greeted Nelson Mandela in the early 1990s in Paris – Nelson Mandela was 
not yet President and had just been liberated, yet was already involved in 
responsibilities without being President of his country – he said that it was 
extraordinary that a former prisoner was in the end leading the destiny of his former 
jailers. It was a beautiful message of reconciliation. A beautiful message of fraternity. 
That a nation like South Africa is able of to live together after everything that had 
happened. 

We in France must be capable of living together. This is the great challenge: living 
alongside one another with what draws us together, common values, principles, the 
Republic and sometimes what differentiates us, like our ideas, our opinions and our 
commitments. 

Living together. Being capable of understanding what those who don’t think like us, 
those who are different, are experiencing. This is the republican message that, here 
in South Africa, perhaps finds its greatest echo. 

Thank you for your welcome. 

 


